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When somebody should go to the books stores, search start by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in fact problematic. This is why we
provide the books compilations in this website. It will completely ease you to look guide Hannibal A Hellenistic Life as you such
as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace,
or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections. If you strive for to download and install the Hannibal A
Hellenistic Life, it is certainly easy then, since currently we extend the link to buy and create bargains to download and install
Hannibal A Hellenistic Life as a result simple!

The Old Wives' Tale Arnold Bennett 2000-03-01 This novel about the divergent lives of two sisters which spans the Victorian
and Edwardian periods is a 20th-century classic. Recently included in the list of the greatest 20th-century novels.
The Mediterranean Sea From Alexander To The Rise Of Rome Mark Luttenberger 2022-05-25 This book is designed to
describe the environmental, political, socioeconomic, and military life of the inhabitants that surrounded the Mediterranean Sea
from the fourth through the second centuries BC. This story relates the complex dynamic interrelationships among the people
and states of the Mediterranean basin. The book explores the greater Mediterranean world that stretched from India to Spain.
It begins with a review of some of the geographical, environmental, and structural characteristics of the Mediterranean basin.
The balance of the book then proceeds to trace the political, military, and economic development of this region. We review the
rise of Macedon under Philip II through the conquests of Alexander the Great. In the eastern basin, the development and
conflicts of the Hellenistic kingdoms of the Ptolemaic, Seleucid, and Antigonid dynasties are then traced. We then turn the
page and discuss the rise of Carthage and Rome as republics in the western basin. Next, the conflict between these two
powers is analyzed which leaves Rome supreme in the west. The next chapters narrate the struggle between Rome and the
Hellenistic kingdoms for dominance in the east. The book concludes with Roman supremacy established throughout the
Mediterranean by the end of the second century. From the apex conqueror of antiquity Alexander the Great, we conclude with
the establishment of the apex empire that was Rome.
The Oxford Handbook of the Phoenician and Punic Mediterranean Carolina López-Ruiz 2019 The Phoenicians created the
Mediterranean world as we know it-yet they remain a poorly understood group. In this Handbook, the first of its kind in English,
readers will find expert essays covering the history, culture, and areas of settlement throughout the Phoenician and Punic
world.
The Roman Republic and the Hellenistic Mediterranean Joel Allen 2019-04-17 Presents a history of the Roman Republic
within the wider Mediterranean world, focusing on 330 to 30 BCE Broad in scope, this book uniquely considers the history of
the Roman Republic in tandem with the rich histories of the Hellenistic kingdoms and city-states that endured after the death of
Alexander the Great. It provides students with a full picture of life in the ancient Mediterranean world and its multitude of
interconnections—not only between Rome and the Greek East, but also among other major players, such as Carthage, Judaea,
and the Celts. Taking a mostly chronological approach, it incorporates cultural change alongside political developments so that
readers get a well-balanced introduction to the era. The Roman Republic and the Hellenistic Mediterranean: From Alexander
to Caesar offers great insight into a momentous era with chapters on Alexanders in Asia and Italy; Mediterranean
Cosmopolitanism; The Path of Pyrrhus; The Three Corners of Sicily; The Expanding Roman Horizon; Hercules and the Muses;
The Corinth-Carthage Coincidence; The Movements of the Gracchi; The New Men of Rome and Africa; The Conspiracies of
Cicero and Catiline; The World According to Pompey; Roman Alexanders; and more. It also looks at the phenomenon of
excessive violence, particularly in the cases of Marius, Sulla, and Mithridates. The final chapter covers the demise of Cleopatra
and examines how the seeds planted by Octavian, Octavia, and Antony sprouted into full Hellenistic trappings of power for the
centuries that followed. Situates the development of Rome, after the death of Alexander the Great, in the context of significant
contemporaneous regimes in Asia Minor, the Levant, and Egypt Provides students with insight into how various societies
respond to contact and how that contact can shape and create larger communities Highlights the interconnectedness of
Mediterranean cultures Strikes a balance between political, geopolitical, and cultural inquiries Considers how modes of
international diplomacy affect civilizations Includes helpful pedagogical features, such as sources in translation, illustrations,
and further readings Roman Republic and the Hellenistic Mediterranean is an excellent book for undergraduate courses on the
Roman Republic, the Hellenistic World, and the ancient Mediterranean.
Community and Identity at the Edges of the Classical World Aaron W. Irvin 2020-10-27 A timely and academically-significant
contribution to scholarship on community, identity, and globalization in the Roman and Hellenistic worlds Community and
Identity at the Edges of the Classical World examines the construction of personal and communal identities in the ancient
world, exploring how globalism, multi-culturalism, and other macro events influenced micro identities throughout the Hellenistic
and Roman empires. This innovative volume discusses where contact and the sharing of ideas was occurring in the time
period, and applies modern theories based on networks and communication to historical and archaeological data. A new
generation of international scholars challenge traditional views of Classical history and offer original perspectives on the impact
globalizing trends had on localized areas—insights that resonate with similar issues today. This singular resource presents a

broad, multi-national view rarely found in western collected volumes, including Serbian, Macedonian, and Russian scholarship
on the Roman Empire, as well as on Roman and Hellenistic archaeological sites in Eastern Europe. Topics include Egyptian
identity in the Hellenistic world, cultural identity in Roman Greece, Romanization in Slovenia, Balkan Latin, the provincial
organization of cults in Roman Britain, and Soviet studies of Roman Empire and imperialism. Serving as a synthesis of
contemporary scholarship on the wider topic of identity and community, this volume: Provides an expansive materialist
approach to the topic of globalization in the Roman world Examines ethnicity in the Roman empire from the viewpoint of
minority populations Offers several views of metascholarship, a growing sub-discipline that compares ancient material to
modern scholarship Covers a range of themes, time periods, and geographic areas not included in most western publications
Community and Identity at the Edges of the Classical World is a valuable resource for academics, researchers, and graduate
students examining identity and ethnicity in the ancient world, as well as for those working in multiple fields of study, from
Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman historians, to the study of ethnicity, identity, and globalizing trends in time.
Esio Trot Roald Dahl 2010 This treat of a reptile-inspired romance is revived by a fresh new cover look.
Cornelius Nepos, Life of Hannibal Bret Mulligan 2015-10-05 Trebia. Trasimene. Cannae. With three stunning victories,
Hannibal humbled Rome and nearly shattered its empire. Even today Hannibal's brilliant, if ultimately unsuccessful, campaign
against Rome during the Second Punic War (218-202 BC) make him one of history's most celebrated military leaders. This
biography by Cornelius Nepos (c. 100-27 BC) sketches Hannibal's life from the time he began traveling with his father's army
as a young boy, through his sixteen-year invasion of Italy and his tumultuous political career in Carthage, to his perilous exile
and eventual suicide in the East. As Rome completed its bloody transition from dysfunctional republic to stable monarchy,
Nepos labored to complete an innovative and influential collection of concise biographies. Putting aside the detailed,
chronological accounts of military campaigns and political machinations that characterized most writing about history, Nepos
surveyed Roman and Greek history for distinguished men who excelled in a range of prestigious occupations. In the exploits
and achievements of these illustrious men, Nepos hoped that his readers would find models for the honorable conduct of their
own lives. Although most of Nepos' works have been lost, we are fortunate to have his biography of Hannibal. Nepos offers a
surprisingly balanced portrayal of a man that most Roman authors vilified as the most monstrous foe that Rome had ever
faced. Nepos' straightforward style and his preference for common vocabulary make Life of Hannibal accessible for those who
are just beginning to read continuous Latin prose, while the historical interest of the subject make it compelling for readers of
every ability.
Dictionary of World Biography Barry Jones 2021-09-16 Jones, Barry Owen (1932– ). Australian politician, writer and lawyer,
born in Geelong. Educated at Melbourne University, he was a public servant, high school teacher, television and radio
performer, university lecturer and lawyer before serving as a Labor MP in the Victorian Parliament 1972–77 and the Australian
House of Representatives 1977–98. He took a leading role in reviving the Australian film industry, abolishing the death penalty
in Australia, and was the first politician to raise public awareness of global warming, the ‘post-industrial’ society, the IT
revolution, biotechnology, the rise of ‘the Third Age’ and the need to preserve Antarctica as a wilderness. In the Hawke
Government, he was Minister for Science 1983–90, Prices and Consumer Affairs 1987, Small Business 1987–90 and Customs
1988–90. He became a member of the Executive Board of UNESCO, Paris 1991–95 and National President of the Australian
Labor Party 1992–2000, 2005–06. He was Deputy Chairman of the Constitutional Convention 1998. His books include Decades
of Decision 1860– (1965), Joseph II (1968), Age of Apocalypse (1975), and he edited The Penalty is Death (1968). Sleepers,
Wake!: Technology and the Future of Work was published by Oxford University Press in 1982, became a bestseller and has
been translated into Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Swedish and braille. The fourth edition was published in 1995. Knowledge
Courage Leadership, a collection of speeches and essays, appeared in 2016. He received a DSc for his services to science in
1988 and a DLitt in 1993 for his work on information theory. Elected FTSE (1992), FAHA (1993), FAA (1996) and FASSA
(2003), he is the only person to have become a Fellow of four of Australia’s five learned Academies. Awarded an AO in 1993,
named as one of Australia’s 100 ‘living national treasures’ in 1997, he was elected a Visiting Fellow Commoner of Trinity
College, Cambridge in 1999. His autobiography, A Thinking Reed, was published in 2006 and The Shock of Recognition,
about music and literature, in 2016. In 2014 he received an AC for services ‘as a leading intellectual in Australian public life’.
What Is to Be Done was published by Scribe in 2020.
Hannibal Richard A. Gabriel 2011-02-28 The Romans' destruction of Carthage after the Third Punic War erased any
Carthaginian historical record of Hannibal's life. What we know of him comes exclusively from Roman historians who had
every interest in minimizing his success, exaggerating his failures, and disparaging his character. The charges leveled against
Hannibal include greed, cruelty and atrocity, sexual indulgence, and even cannibalism. But even these sources were forced to
grudgingly admit to Hannibal's military genius, if only to make their eventual victory over him appear greater. Yet there is no
doubt that Hannibal was the greatest Carthaginian general of the Second Punic War. When he did not defeat them outright, he
fought to a standstill the best generals Rome produced, and he sustained his army in the field for sixteen long years without
mutiny or desertion. Hannibal was a first-rate tactician, only a somewhat lesser strategist, and the greatest enemy Rome ever
faced. When he at last met defeat at the hands of the Roman general Scipio, it was against an experienced officer who had to
strengthen and reconfigure the Roman legion and invent mobile tactics in order to succeed. Even so, Scipio's victory at Zama
was against an army that was a shadow of its former self. The battle could easily have gone the other way. If it had, the history
of the West would have been changed in ways that can only be imagined. Richard A. Gabriel's brilliant new biography shows
how Hannibal's genius nearly unseated the Roman Empire.
Hannibal Patrick N Hunt 2017-07-11 One of the greatest commanders of the ancient world brought vividly to life: Hannibal, the
brilliant general who successfully crossed the Alps with his war elephants and brought Rome to its knees. Hannibal Barca of

Carthage, born 247 BC, was one of the great generals of the ancient world. Historian Patrick N. Hunt has led archeological
expeditions in the Alps and elsewhere to study Hannibal's achievements. Now he brings Hannibal's incredible story to life in
this book
Polybius' Histories Brian C. McGing 2010-03-24 Polybius' Histories is one of classical antiquity's great political narratives.
Written in 40 books (of which only the first five are preserved in full), it originally set out to explain the dramatic rise of Rome in
the half century from the war against Hannibal to the defeat and abolishment of the Macedonian kingdom in 167 BC. At a later
stage, Polybius extended his coverage down to the Roman destruction of Carthage and Corinth in the year 146 BC. Although
written in an ordinary Greek style, the work was composed with great care, clarity and skill, and provides a fascinating
discourse on the politics of power. The author was himself a leading Greek politician and general who moved at ease among
the most powerful men of the day and participated in many of the events that he describes. This volume provides an
accessible introduction to this important work of classical literature. Beginning with an outline of its contents and organization,
Brian McGing goes on to examine Polybius' theoretical approach to writing history and the careful artistry behind his work.
Later chapters discuss Polybius' eventful life and how it affected his views on history and politics, and analyze the influential
theorizing of book six of the Histories. In an epilogue, McGing chronicles the fate of Polybius' work after his death, from
classical antiquity to the Renaissance to the American Revolution and up to the present. The volume includes detailed maps
and a list of prominent persons.
The legiones Cannenses Samuele Rocca 2019-03-18 The first Professional army of the Roman Republic The Roman army
during the Second Punic War, a citizen army, developed also in parallel a professional army, the legiones cannenses or the
Cannae’s legions, formed by the veterans of the battle of Cannae (216 BCE). These units showed the same characteristics of
the Late Republic and Imperial Roman army already one hundred years before the reforms of Marius. But, how and why a
citizen’s army became a professional force? There are three main reasons that could explain the transformation of a citizen’s
army in a professional force, the split of the legionaries from civic life, consequence of the Senatus Consultum of 215 BCE,
which stripped the common soldiers of their civic rights, the peculiar commitment and loyalty to each of the warlords, that the
legiones cannenses served, namely Marcus Claudius Marcellus, the conqueror of Syracuse, Publius Cornelius Scipio
Africanus, who defeated Hannibal at the battle of Zama, and, last but not least, Titus Quinctius Flamininus, who beat the
Macedonian phalanx at the battle of Cynoscephalae, and the evolution and changing of the tactical composition of the legions,
from the manipular legion, identical to the other contemporary units, to units which emphasized the primary importance of the
cohors and the centuria, as in the late Republican and early Imperial legions.
The Social Life of Coffee Brian Cowan 2008-10-01 What induced the British to adopt foreign coffee-drinking customs in the
seventeenth century? Why did an entirely new social institution, the coffeehouse, emerge as the primary place for
consumption of this new drink? In this lively book, Brian Cowan locates the answers to these questions in the particularly
British combination of curiosity, commerce, and civil society. Cowan provides the definitive account of the origins of coffee
drinking and coffeehouse society, and in so doing he reshapes our understanding of the commercial and consumer revolutions
in Britain during the long Stuart century. Britain’s virtuosi, gentlemanly patrons of the arts and sciences, were profoundly
interested in things strange and exotic. Cowan explores how such virtuosi spurred initial consumer interest in coffee and
invented the social template for the first coffeehouses. As the coffeehouse evolved, rising to take a central role in British
commercial and civil society, the virtuosi were also transformed by their own invention.
A Companion to the Punic Wars Dexter Hoyos 2011-01-13 A Companion to the Punic Wars offers a comprehensive new
survey of the three wars fought between Rome and Carthage between 264 and 146 BC. Offers a broad survey of the Punic
Wars from a variety of perspectives Features contributions from an outstanding cast of international scholars with unrivalled
expertise Includes chapters on military and naval techniques, strategies, logistics, and Hannibal as a charismatic general and
leader Gives balanced coverage of both Carthage and Rome
Hannibal Serge Lancel 1998-05-08 This is an historical biography of Hannibal, the military leader of Carthage responsible for
waging a dramatic onslaught on Rome during the Punic Wars. One of the few generals of history to be famous for the war he
lost, Hannibal's attack in 218BC - which included his renowned march of elephants across the Alps - ranks amongst the most
courageous and ill-fated enterprises in the history of the ancient world. This definitive biography of one of the most fascinating
figures of ancient history offers a fresh perspective on the demise of the Hellenistic world and the rise of Rome.
The Roman Hannibal Claire Stocks 2014-04-15 Silius Italicus’ Punica, the longest surviving epic in Latin literature, has seen a
resurgence of interest among scholars in recent years. A celebration of Rome’s triumph over Hannibal and Carthage during
the second Punic war, Silius’ poem presents a plethora of familiar names to its readers: Fabius Maximus, Claudius Marcellus,
Scipio Africanus and, of course, Rome’s ‘ultimate enemy’ – Hannibal. Where most recent scholarship on the Punica has
focused its attention of the problematic portrayal of Scipio Africanus as a hero for Rome, this book shifts the focus to Carthage
and offers a new reading of Hannibal’s place in Silius’ epic, and in Rome’s literary culture at large. Celebrated and demonised
in equal measure, Hannibal became something of an anti-hero for Rome; a man who acquired mythic status, and was
condemned by Rome’s authors for his supposed greed and cruelty, yet admired for his military acumen. For the first time this
book provides a comprehensive overview of this multi-faceted Hannibal as he appears in the Punica and suggests that Silius’
portrayal of him can be read as the culmination to Rome’s centuries-long engagement with the Carthaginian in its literature.
Through detailed consideration of internal focalisation, Silius’ Hannibal is revealed to be a man striving to create an eternal
legacy, becoming the Hannibal whom a Roman, and a modern reader, would recognise. The works of Polybius, Livy, Virgil,
and the post Virgilian epicists all have a bit-part in this book, which aims to show that Silius Italicus’ Punica is as much an
example of how Rome remembered its past, as it is a text striving to join Rome’s epic canon.

Disobedient Histories in Ancient and Modern Times Marsha R. Robinson 2019-01-29 Tired of Cold War political analysis
about post-Cold War events, zero-sum game theories, and world history as only one war after another? Disobedient Histories
in Ancient and Modern Times: Regionalism, Governance, War and Peace breaks tradition by considering some alternative
Western and non-Western international relations theories found in historical, anthropological, literary, archaeological, genetic
and physical evidence from some ancient and modern societies in Europe, Africa and Asia. Chapters in this comparative
history book explore the deep backstory of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, the Association for
Southeast Asian Nations, Scandinavian Progressivism in international development, Welsh cultural preservation, North African
feminism and political traditions in Tunisia, and the Gulf Cooperation Council. Other chapters explore the backstory of ideas
leading to the rise of the ultranationalist National Front political party and the Charlie Hebdo magazine attack in France and
also the zombie economics behind Boko Haram in Nigeria. The international relations theories in these disobedient histories
suggest that the global peace, prosperity and dignity present in the United Nations Millennium and Sustainable Development
Goals are viable.
Suttree Cormac McCarthy 2010 'Suttree contains a humour that is Faulknerian in its gentle wryness, and a freakish
imaginative flair reminiscent of Flannery O'Connor' Times Literary Supplement
While the Gods Were Sleeping Erwin Mortier 2014-07-03 'It sounds dreadful,' I said to him one day. 'But actually the war is the
best thing that ever happened to me.' Helena's mother always said she was a born poetess. It was not a compliment. Now an
old woman, Helena looks back on her life and tries to capture the past, filling notebook after notebook with memories of her
respectable, rigid upbringing, her unyielding mother, her loyal father, her golden-haired brother. She remembers how, at their
uncle's country house in the summer of 1914, their stately bourgeois life of good manners, white linen and afternoon tea
collapsed into ruins. And how, with war, came a kind of liberation amidst the mud and rubble-and the appearance of a young
English photographer who transformed her existence. Lyrical and tender, filled with images of blazing intensity, While the Gods
Were Sleeping asks how it is possible to record the dislocation of war; to describe the indescribable. It is a breathtaking novel
about the act of remembering, how the past seeps into our lives and how those we have lost leave their trace in the present.
"Mortier writes so well that you are inclined to see everything else as of secondary importance" NRC Handelsblad "A
monumental, phenomenal book" De Morgen "If Marcel Proust had a descendant somewhere in Flanders, he must have been
born in Ghent." Knack
Hellenistic Lives Plutarch 2016-01 Alexander * Demosthenes * Phocion * Eumenes * Demetrius * Pyrrhus * Agis and
Cleomenes * Aratus * Philopoemen * Flamininus This selection of ten Lives traces the history of Hellenistic Greece from the
rise of Macedon and Alexander's conquest of the Persian empire to the arrival of the Romans. Plutarch's biographies of
eminent politicians, rulers, and soldiers combine vivid portraits of their subjects with a wealth of historical information; they
constitute a uniquely important source for the period. We see how Greek politics changed as Macedon's power grew, and we
learn of the warlords who followed Alexander. Resistance to Macedon is reflected in the Lives of Demosthenes and Aratus,
and that of Agis and Cleomenes, two revolutionary kings of Sparta. The volume concludes with the emergence of Rome in
Greek affairs, and the life of Flamininus, the Roman general who defeated Philip V of Macedon. Plutarch's elegant style
combines anecdote and erudition, humour and psychological insight, consummately translated by Robin Waterfield and
introduced by Andrew Erskine. These Lives from the Hellenistic period complement Greek Lives and Roman Lives in Oxford
World's Classics. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to
clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
Late Hellenistic Greek Literature in Dialogue Jason König 2022-06-30 Most of the papers in this volume derive from a
confrence entitled Rethinking late Hellenistic literature and the Second Sophistic, held at the School of Classics, University of
St. Andrews.
Hannibal Theodore Ayrault Dodge 1891
Hannibal Eve MacDonald 2015-02-24 The life of the great Carthaginian general who marched into Rome during the Second
Punic War is reexamined in this revealing and scholarly biography. Once of the greatest military minds of the Ancient World,
Hannibal Barca lived a life of daring and survival, massive battles, and ultimate defeat. A citizen of Carthage and military
commander in Punic Spain, he famously marched his war elephants and huge army over the Alps into Rome’s own heartland
to fight the Second Punic War. Yet the Romans were the ultimate victors. They eventually captured and destroyed Carthage,
and thus it was they who wrote the legend of Hannibal: a brilliant and worthy enemy whose defeat represented military glory
for Rome. In this groundbreaking biography, Eve MacDonald employs archaeological findings and documentary sources to
expand the memory of Hannibal beyond his military career. Considering him in the context of his time and the Carthaginian
culture that shaped him, MacDonald offers a complex portrait of a man from a prominent family who was both a military hero
and a statesman. MacDonald also analyzes Hannibal’s legend over the millennia, exploring how statuary, Jacobean tragedy,
opera, nineteenth-century fiction, and other depictions illuminate the character of one of the most fascinating figures in all of
history.
Hannibal's Last Battle Brian Todd Carey 2007-10-18 At Zama in what is now Tunisia in 202 BC the armies of two empires
clashed. The Romans under Scipio Africanus won a bloody, decisive victory over Hannibal's Carthaginians. Scipio's victory
signalled a shift in the balance of power in the ancient world. Brian Todd Carey's compelling reconstruction of the battle, and of
the gruelling war that led up to it, gives a fascinating insight into the Carthaginian and Roman methods of waging war. And it
offers a critical assessment of the contrasting qualities and leadership styles of Hannibal and Scipio, the two most celebrated

commanders of their age.
Ιστοριων Πρωτη Polibio 1922 The main part of Polybius's history covers the years 264-146 BCE. It describes the rise of Rome to
the destruction of Carthage and the domination of Greece by Rome.--From publisher description.
The Book of Five Rings (Annotated) Musashi Miyamoto 2021-05-03 The Book of Five Rings is a text on kenjutsu and the
martial arts in general, written by the Japanese swordsman Miyamoto Musashi around 1643.Written over three centuries ago
by a Samurai warrior, the book has been hailed as a limitless source of psychological insight for businessmen-or anyone who
relies on strategy and tactics for outwitting the competition.
Those in Peril Wilbur Smith 2018-01-01 He mounted his assault rifle to his shoulder and fired a three-shot burst into the thorn
bush. The man who had been lying behind it leaped to his feet. He was turbaned and cloaked with his AK-47 slung over his
shoulder and a small black box in his hand, from which dangled the thin red insulated cable. 'Bomb!' Hector screamed. 'Heads
down!' Some debts can only be paid in blood . . . When Hazel Bannock, billionaire oil tycoon, discovers her daughter has been
kidnapped by Al Qaeda pirates just off the coast of Somalia, she uses all the power at her disposal to rescue her daughter but politics and diplomacy fail her at every turn. Her only hope is her ex-military head of security, Hector Cross, an expert in
surveillance, infiltration and combat. For all Hazel's connections and wealth, Cross is the one man who is offering to find her
daughter. Hazel and Cross must work together to bring Cayla home, but neither of them realise that the kidnappers are not
merely interested in ransom - what they have planned is far, far worse . . . The first Hector Cross thriller
Breathing Space Gregg Mitman 2008-10-01 Allergy is the sixth leading cause of chronic illness in the United States. More
than fifty million Americans suffer from allergies, and they spend an estimated $18 billion coping with them. Yet despite
advances in biomedicine and enormous investment in research over the past fifty years, the burden of allergic disease
continues to grow. Why have we failed to reverse this trend? Breathing Space offers an intimate portrait of how allergic
disease has shaped American culture, landscape, and life. Drawing on environmental, medical, and cultural history and the life
stories of people, plants, and insects, Mitman traces how America’s changing environment from the late 1800s to the present
day has led to the epidemic growth of allergic disease. We have seen a never-ending stream of solutions to combat allergies,
from hay fever resorts, herbicides, and air-conditioned homes to numerous potions and pills. But, as Mitman shows, despite
the quest for a magic bullet, none of the attempted solutions has succeeded. Until we address how our changing
environment—physical, biological, social, and economic—has helped to create America’s allergic landscape, that hoped-for
success will continue to elude us.
Ancient African Christianity David E. Wilhite 2017-07-14 Christianity spread across North Africa early, and it remained there as
a powerful force much longer than anticipated. While this African form of Christianity largely shared the Latin language and
Roman culture of the wider empire, it also represented a unique tradition that was shaped by its context. Ancient African
Christianity attempts to tell the story of Christianity in Africa from its inception to its eventual disappearance. Well-known
writers such as Tertullian, Cyprian, and Augustine are studied in light of their African identity, and this tradition is explored in all
its various expressions. This book is ideal for all students of African Christianity and also a key introduction for anyone wanting
to know more about the history, religion, and philosophy of these early influential Christians whose impact has extended far
beyond the African landscape.
The Red Garnet Sky Gordon Zima 2015-08-15 A Carthaginian named Hannibal Barca lived between about 247 and 183 BC,
the product of a military father and a mother of completely unknown qualities other than what can be imputed through her son.
Before he died, presumably by suicide in Roman/Carthaginian enforced exile, he brought Rome to her knees in a virtually one
man crusade started by his father. Rome got off her knees largely because this man—without timely support from his own
country, and under probably unparalleled assault by adversities of fate—had exhausted his strength. The unassailable facts of
Hannibal’s life are few. He is said to have been handsome, of the Hellenistic prince mode, a great general by the standards of
any age, and he could turn this competence toward peaceful arenas when Carthage called him again. Perhaps his deadly
enemies, the Romans, gave him the ultimate compliment. The emperor Septimus Severus is said to have erected a large
monument to him at Libyssa, the little town near Marmara’s water where the Lady Barca’s oldest boy decided to make his last
summation. This historical fiction is dedicated to understanding a citizen of Carthage who came very close to moving his world.
Cannae Gregory Daly 2002 Special attention is paid to what it was actually like to be there, and why men fought in such
horrific conditions."--BOOK JACKET.
The Story of Greece and Rome Antony Spawforth 2018-01-01 The extraordinary story of the intermingled civilizations of
ancient Greece and Rome, spanning more than six millennia from the late Bronze Age to the seventh century The magnificent
civilization created by the ancient Greeks and Romans is the greatest legacy of the classical world. However, narratives about
the "civilized" Greek and Roman empires resisting the barbarians at the gate are far from accurate. Tony Spawforth, an
esteemed scholar, author, and media contributor, follows the thread of civilization through more than six millennia of history.
His story reveals that Greek and Roman civilization, to varying degrees, was supremely and surprisingly receptive to external
influences, particularly from the East. From the rise of the Mycenaean world of the sixteenth century B.C., Spawforth traces a
path through the ancient Aegean to the zenith of the Hellenic state and the rise of the Roman empire, the coming of
Christianity and the consequences of the first caliphate. Deeply informed, provocative, and entirely fresh, this is the first and
only accessible work that tells the extraordinary story of the classical world in its entirety.
Rav Kook Yehudah Mirsky 2014-02-11 DIV The life and thought of a forceful figure in Israel’s religious and political life /div
Hannibal Thomas Harris 2018-10-01 _________________________ HANNIBAL LECTER HAS BEEN ON THE RUN FOR
SEVEN YEARS. And seven years after he helped FBI Special Agent Clarice Starling bring down Buffalo Bill, her career is
collapsing after a disastrous drug bust. Meanwhile, seven years after violently escaping from custody, Hannibal Lecter is

hunted by Mason Verger, a psychopathic former client obsessed with feeding him to wild boars. With the one-time partners at
a low ebb, Hannibal is the one to reach out to Clarice, who has been plagued by dreams of his rasping voice. It has been
seven years since they both came to realise they shared more than they expected. Seven years since their last meeting.
Seven years to lay plans for the next one... __________________________________ 'Quite simply a compelling and brilliant
thriller' Mirror 'Addictive on every level' Express 'Better than Red Dragon and Silence of the Lambs' Stephen King
The Early Roman Expansion into Italy Nicola Terrenato 2019-04-30 Argues that Roman expansion in Italy was accomplished
more by means of negotiation among local elites than through military conquest.
Pyrrhus of Epirus Jeff Champion 2009 Pyrrhus of Epirus was rated by Hannibal as the second greatest general yet seen
(placing himself third). Indeed, Hannibal referred to Pyrrhus as his teacher, although the two never met, since he learnt so
much of the art of war from his writings. Pyrrhus was born into the royal house of Epirus, northwest Greece, and was a secondcousin of Alexander the Great. His mother was forced to flee into exile to protect his life when he was a mere infant, yet he
prospered in troubled times and went from a refugee to become king. Always an adventurer with an eye for the main chance,
he was deeply involved in the cut-and-thrust campaigning, coups and subterfuges of the Successor kingdoms. At various
times he was king of Epirus (twice), Macedon (twice) and Sicily, as well as overlord of much of southern Italy. In 281 BC he
was invited by the southern Italian states to defend them against the aggressive expansion of the burgeoning Roman republic.
His early victories over the Roman armies at Heraclea and Asculum (assisted by his use of elephants) were won at such a
high price in casualties that they gave us the expression 'Pyrrhic victory'. These battles were the first clashes between the
hitherto-dominant Hellenistic way of warfare (as developed by Alexander) and the Roman legions, and so full of tactical
interest. He failed in Italy and Sicily but when on to further military adventures in Greece, eventually being killed in action while
storming the city of Argos. AUTHOR: Jeff Champion has studied Hellenistic history and warfare for many years and has written
numerous well-received articles for specialist journals such as Slingshot, the journal of the Society of Ancients. This is his first
book. He is a customs official and lives in Western Australia. SELLING POINTS: * Biography of one of the greatest and most
ambitious warlords of the ancient world, rated by Hannibal as a greater general than himself. * Full of epic battles, campaigns
and twists of fate - he went from infant refugee to king of Epirus (twice), Macedon (twice) and Sicily as well as overlord of
much of southern Italy. * Pyrrhus battled the Romans in Italy (with more elephants) half a century before Hannibal, with some
success. The first contest between Roman legion and Hellenistic armies. * The only full-length biography of this fascinating
character in print in English.
Washington Ron Chernow 2010-12-02 The celebrated Ron Chernow provides a richly nuanced portrait of the father of
America. With a breadth and depth matched by no other one-volume life, he carries the reader through Washington's troubled
boyhood, his precocious feats in the French and Indian Wars, his creation of Mount Vernon, his heroic exploits with the
Continental Army, his presiding over the Constitutional Convention and his magnificent performance as America's first
president. Despite the reverence his name inspires Washington remains a waxwork to many readers, worthy but dull, a laconic
man of remarkable self-control. But in this groundbreaking work Chernow revises forever the uninspiring stereotype. He
portrays Washington as a strapping, celebrated horseman, elegant dancer and tireless hunter, who guarded his emotional life
with intriguing ferocity. Not only did Washington gather around himself the foremost figures of the age, including James
Madison, Alexander Hamilton, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson, he orchestrated their actions to help realise his vision for
the new federal government, define the separation of powers, and establish the office of the presidency. Ron Chernow takes
us on a page-turning journey through all the formative events of America's founding. This is a magisterial work from one of
America's foremost writers and historians.
Black Like Me John Howard Griffin 2006-04-01 This American classic has been corrected from the original manuscripts and
indexed, featuring historic photographs and an extensive biographical afterword.
Hannibal Joel Newsome 2017-07-15 Considered to be one of the most talented generals in history and known for his use of
elephants in battle, the Carthaginian general, Hannibal spent his life fighting and often defeating the Roman army during the
Second Punic War. Though he was ultimately unable to take the city, he became a prominent political figure. Students will get
the opportunity to learn about his unique militaristic prowess and successes and failures on and off the battlefield.
Hannibal and Scipio: pocket GIANTS Greg Fisher 2016-03-07 In 218, Hannibal Barca, desperate to avenge the defeat of
Carthage in the First Punic War, launched an ambitious ground invasion of Italy. With just a small force, he crossed the Alps –
a feat reckoned to be impossible – and pitted his polyglot army against Rome’s elite citizen infantry. At Cannae, in 216,
Hannibal destroyed an 80,000-strong Roman force in one afternoon, delivering a blow unequalled in Roman history for half a
millennium to come.The Romans had no answer to Hannibal until the young Scipio volunteered to take over Rome’s armies in
Spain, which were close to defeat, and left leaderless by the death of Scipio’s own father and uncle. In the decade which
followed, Scipio turned Rome’s desperate fortunes into a stunning victory over Carthage. The portrait of Hannibal and Scipio
takes the reader through one of the greatest military campaigns in history, driven by two remarkable and fascinating men.
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